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Special networking/discussion session:

EU cooperation projects (Tempus and Erasmus Mundus): “Outcomes and Lessons Learned”
Welcome Reception
Courtyard
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Opening Ceremony
The Arab-Euro Higher Education Conferences:

Outcomes of ‘AECHE2’ and objectives of AECHE Thematic Conference
Coffee Break
Courtyard
Session 1:

The changing nature of internationalization in a globally connected world
Thematic Conference: The networked university: opportunities and challenges for Higher Education

Lunch
Courtyard
Session 2:

Offshore Campuses as a means for global connectivity – approaches, expectations, results
Session 3:

EU policy support and program support to ‘European Higher Education in the world’
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Session 4: 

Capacity building through collaborative research and joint MSc/PhD programs
Coffee Break
Courtyard
Session 5:

Thematic areas of cooperation: Climate Change – Water and Renewable Energy
Session 6:

Implications of managing the networked university (on governance, management and quality assessment)
Thematic Conference:

The networked university: opportunities and challenges for Higher Education

Lunch Courtyard
Closing Session:

The critical need for international higher education cooperation: Europe and the Arab Region
Conference conclusions:

Towards AECHE 3
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